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Quintura Search offers a visual search using a map of tags or hints contextually related to a search query. Adding or subtracting tags from the query
with a mouse click, One-Click-Search, allows to Subcategory: Search Tools. Quintura Search is something new in this difficult world of searching
intertet. It mainly access to Google and Yahoo search engines, though it also access other ones. The process is easy and really effective. You insert
your query and it starts searching for the responses. Quintura is a visual-based search engine offering a hosted site search, analytics and ad-
insertion service to web publishers. Sergiyev Posad, Moskva, Russian Federation Industries Advertising, Search Engine, Visual Search Founded
Date Aug 1, Quintura Search is a program developed by Quintura Inc. It adds an extension to the user's Internet Explorer web browser. The main
program executable is Quintura ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru The software installer includes 4 files. In comparison to the total number of users, most
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PCs are running the OS Windows 7 (SP1) as well as Windows /5. Quintura Kids is a visual-based search engine for children. The unique visual
search interface allows kids to quickly develop and refine their search by clicking or just mousing over tags in a Subcategory: Search Tools. El
procedimiento de Quintura Search para las búsquedas es muy simple: Para comenzar debes insertar una palabra clave general sobre lo que estás
buscando. Tras unos segundos (dependiendo de tu velocidad de conexión), el programa ofrecerá varias palabras relacionadas con la primera. A
visual search engine for adults and kids that makes searching for images safe and easy. Quintura is a visual search engine based on the Yahoo!
Search engine. Searches on Quintura return both a list of search results and also a tag cloud. The tag cloud contains the original search terms
surrounded by related tags. Quintura allows you to search the web via Yahoo's search engine, and in addition you can search Author: Tech &
Learning. Nov 03,  · Quintura is the latest in the line of visual search engines such as Kartoo, Mooter and ykuqakoc.podarokideal.rura basically
takes your search term, runs a search and then translates the results into a tag cloud effect on the screen. Users can then simply look at the results
(powered by Yahoo) listed under the tag cloud and click on the link as per normal, or they can explore words displayed in the. Quintura Search
offers a visual map of tags or hints contextually related to your search query. You can add or subtract tags from the query with a mouse click to
specify the context or meaning of the query.5/5(1). Mar 02,  · Generic Company Place Holder Quintura Search Because you can use it in tandem
with other search engines, such as Google, Yahoo, or even the product search engine at ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru, I . Apr 13,  · Quintura Search
is something new in this difficult world of searching intertet. It mainly access to Google and Yahoo search engines, though it also access other ones.
The process is easy and really effective. You insert your query and it starts searching for the ykuqakoc.podarokideal.rus: Using Quintura Search,
you can create a search scope using a search cloud of tags related to a search query, make search scope more specific and personalize the scope
by adding or subtracting tags, refine search results removing search links or Web sites from the result list, save the search scope into a file and
email it to your friends, and monitor new on the Web related to your search scope. Visual Search Results - The Most Interesting Ways To Visually
Explore Search Engine Results 1. Grokker Grokker is a web-based search engine that allows you to explore your results in a visual fashion. Your
results are displayed both in a standard outline and in a dynamic map you can interact with. Mar 01,  · Quintura Search offers an interface for Web
search engines and allows picking the best results among those found by a search engine and selected by . Mar 01,  · Quintura Search offers a
visual map of tags or hints contextually related to your search query. Adding or subtracting tags from the query using a mouse click, "One-Click-
Search", allows to specify the context or meaning of the query/5(5). Dec 19,  · Quintura For Kids Launched Phil Bradley on December 19, at am
I discussed Quintura in November – if you recall it’s a search engine that . Oct 23,  · Quintura, site search provider, has officially launched its new
search tool in the US and has been awarded a patent for its "see and find" semantic search technology. Quintura has developed a. Quintura's tag
cloud is very helpful. Quintura is the most recently updated and most useful of the tools. It creates a tag cloud based on your search term, and
when you hover your mouse over a. Quintura is a program that lets you search for items using a combination of different search engines. Google,
Google News, Yahoo!, MSN Search and a few more are included. The program is split into Author: Editor profile and more articles by Alex
Muradin. Mar 03,  · Quintura For Kids launched just before the holiday rush to offer children a new way to search the web. Similar to the adult
version of the Quintura visual search product, Quintura for Kids displays search results in addition to a keyword tag cloud. Quintura for Kids also
offers children five pre-configured quick search categories (animals, games, music, TV and science). Oct 22,  · Quintura, a company that provides
a site search, analytics, and monetization platform for online content publishers, has officially launched their Quintura Site Search for publishers who
are based in the United States. Quintura has developed a hosted site search platform that provides an intuitive, visual-based search and navigation
for your site visitors. You can see how Quintura families moved over time by selecting different census years. The Quintura family name was found
in the USA in In there was 1 Quintura family living in Connecticut. This was % of all the recorded Quintura's in the USA. Connecticut had the
highest population of Quintura families in Quintura, (ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru), is another great search engine for visual learners, and works in a
similar way to ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru Enter your search terms in the search box and press the search button. The cloud above is then filled
with words that you may generate from a class brainstorming session. Jun 15,  · Quintura for Kids is a kid-safe version of Quintura, a little-known
Russian search engine that's based on a neural network displayed as a fluid tag cloud. Instead of ranking results based on popularity, Quintura
ranks them based on connections to the search term.2/5. May 20,  · Quintura for Kids offers a friendly, kid-safe search engine that's powered by
Yahoo. My nine-year-old daughter knows how to ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru as someone who just today accidentally landed on a . Jul 23,  ·
Quintura Search, by Quintura is a fascinating program that gives a whole new perspective to Internet searches. It gives you a "visual" way to see
your searches Ifound really interesting. Unlike a regular search that gives you pageafter page of results, Quintura Search gives your results aswhat's
called a "cloud" of tags. Nov 14,  · Quintura is a visual search engine and it claims to apply the natural way that people think about concepts, to
search. One of the most difficult problems that modern search . Feb 05,  · Currently in private Beta, Quintura Site Search delivers the same search
navigation principle to website search that ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru brings to Web searches; searching content through a . Download Quintura
Search Kostenlos Thank you for using our software library. To download the product you want for free, you should use the link provided below
and proceed to the developer's website, as this is the only legal source to get Quintura Search. Mar 23,  · Quintura Site Search allows bloggers to
submit their articles to site search and Quintura suggest useful tags and categories for the blogs. This useful because bloggers are always trying to
make their websites be as user-friendly as possible and a good way . Quintura was founded in August and released its first search application in
November of that year. One year later, we launched a web-based search. It was based on visual context-based search concepts that the founders
had been developing since s. Search company Quintura has carved out a niche with a new search tool called Quintura for Kids. In a nutshell, it's an
internet search engine designed to be both friendly and functional for kids. Sep 14,  · Improving Customer Experience linked to me (so they are
obviously cool), but, more importantly, they mentioned a cool related keyword research tool named Quintura ykuqakoc.podarokideal.rura is a
free LSI type keyword research tool which shows you related keywords pulled from top ranked websites in any of the major search engines and
major content sites like Wikipedia and ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru Quintura Search Download PROMT is a Russian company focused upon the
development of machine translation systems. At the moment PROMT translators exist for English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese
and Russian/5(). Here about 30 popular quintura sites such as ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru (Quintura - visual search engine). The best 3 similar sites:
ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru, ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru, ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru Dec 10,  · Tweet Share Post The Russian visual search
provider Quintura has been awarded a patent for a way to display search results that it claims a minor feature of Google’s search function infringes.
Quintura’s eighth U.S. patent, awarded Dec. 1, covers the mapping of related concepts to a search query in a visual interface that reflects the
relation between topics. Quintura for Kids is a child- and school-friendly version of the Quintura See & Find search engine, which employs a
cloud-like environment for conducting web searches. Apr 25,  · Tags: Quintura, Blinkx, Search Engines, Search , Knowledge Tools, Social
Computing, Social Media, Social Networking, Social Software, Web , Knowledge Management, KM, Knowledge Sharing, Content
Management, Google, Visualisation, Video, Video Search You may remember how there have been a few times that I have been talking in both of



my Internet weblogs about one particular search . Feb 26,  · At around 8 AM PST this morning, Moscow-based search engine Quintura will
relaunch its visual search engine with a new user interface (if it looks like the screen shot below, it’s . May 03,  · There have been a number of
attempts to create a specialised search engine for kids. Yahoo did it – once Yahooligans, now Yahoo Kids beta. Ask nearly changed to a kids site
completely – or so the rumors go. A new entry to the field is Quintura for Kids. The space is a tough one [ ].
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